AMS Social at JMM 2020: Mathematicians in the Performing Arts

Enjoy performances by the following mathematicians:

Lola Thompson | Aerial Acrobat
Ami E. Radunskaya | Cellist
David Kung | Violinist
Chad Topaz | Violist

Your ticket also includes dinner from a variety of food stations, complimentary beer, wine, and soft drinks, a photo booth, and the chance to connect with colleagues on this last evening in Denver.

Saturday, January 18
6:00 PM–9:30 PM

Chambers Grant Salon
Kevin Taylor’s at the Opera House
Denver Performing Arts Complex
1355 Curtis Street | Denver, CO
0.2 mile walk from the Colorado Convention Center

Discounted tickets for students and children are available!

Purchase tickets when registering for JMM 2020 at:
jointmathematicsmeetings.org